
Take control of your 340B program

Track all drug activity from the pill to the purchase to the patient 

to the payment — all from a single, SaaS-based platform solution 

designed to manage the full procurement cycle. Sentinel® provides 

detailed tracking of all drug activity at the 11-digit NDC level, offering 

a complete audit trail and visibility into your pharmacy operations.

Sentinel helps you:

Sophisticated  
reporting intelligence

Understand and evaluate your 340B 

operations with easy-to-use, dynamic 

reporting. Data includes:

• Dispensation cost

• Drug spend

• Drug cost monitor

• Drug cost analyzer

• CDM and NDC mapping

• Matrix performance

• Actual and potential savings

• Diversion detection

• Virtual inventory

• Audit tool

A full suite of  
ordering options

Place orders directly through your 

wholesaler’s website and seamlessly 

integrate for order splitting

Place orders through Sentinel  

and generate orders automatically

Capture non-EDI activity with an 

easy & intuitive manual order process

Control who can order, when and 

how, including which drugs can and 

can’t be purchased from each account

a hospital pharmacy procurement and 340B compliance solution

evaluate patient eligibility using the configurations 

that you choose to best serve your organization’s 

needs and policies

integrate with any wholesaler to import data 

automatically, helping to improve speed and 

eliminate data errors, without manual downloads

improve your drug spend by monitoring the ratio 

of purchases to dispensations to help you remain 

compliant and then identify lower-cost options

dig into your data with robust and customizable 

reporting that helps you surface the most relevant 

insights whenever you need them

optimize your program  with a longitudinal patient 

database that offers a larger and more precise pool of 

eligibility for more accurate determinations

face audits with confidence via a fully integrated 

audit record that allows you to spot-check 

information or export all data for in-depth analysis



key Sentinel® features
Automated decision 

processes that evaluate 

utilization by leveraging 

a unique, fully-integrated 

audit record

Intelligent purchasing 

configurations that split 

orders & identify lower-

cost alternatives to 

optimize your benefit

A rules-based engine  

configured to the options 

you select based on your 

current business needs and 

340B program parameters

A complete audit trail, 

along with a built-in audit 

tool and dedicated audit 

team, to help keep you 

audit-ready, all the time

Flexible reporting 

options for in-depth 

program visibility and 

seamless analysis of 

340B opportunity

Proactive analysis  

with identification of 

diversion in purchasing 

activities and tracking  

of discrepancies

Manage compliance with a 
solution that collects the right 
data — in the right way

Our steadfast focus on compiling the right data 

means that our 340B solution can:

•  track dispensations from multiple sources,

connecting the dots in the data and offering you

the insights you need

•  qualify dispensations automatically

by leveraging multiple CDM and location-

mapping scenarios

•  provide a fully integrated and longitudinal

record that links providers, patients, locations,

payers, purchases and dispensations

Connect the  
data and  
expect more

When you choose Sentinel, 

you get a true eligibility 

engine. Your disparate system 

data is completely integrated 

to drive decisions – there is no 

fragmentation, no individual 

spreadsheets or SQL systems that you’ll need to 

combine yourself in order to determine eligibility.  

But the lasting power of our solution is it’s simplicity. 

Once your data is connected, it’s ready — delivering 

the precision, compliance, savings and insights you 

need to run a successful 340B program. 
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